
KEEPING WHITE GARMENTS
FRESH & WHITE

NATURAL FIBERS
AUTOCLEAN!

WASHING WOOL

SMELLY SHOES? WASHING JEANS SWITCHING SEASONS

Airdry them in the sun! The sun 
has “bleaching” properties and 
it will help to keep that fresh, 
white look.
If they have any stain, apply a 
mix of vinegar and water 
directly on the stain & rinse off.

You don’t need to wash linens, 
wools or silks too often – their 
�bers clean themselves.
Just shake them to get rid of any 
bad smell & hang them outside 
or place them on a lavender 
pillow.

You don’t need to wash wool 
unless you have sweat or stains 
on it.  Wash it with cold water & 
airdry it laying �at.
Remember:
heat + water + spinning = 
felted, toddler-sized garments!

If you have shoes or jeans that 
don’t smell so good, place them 
in a completely sealed bag 
inside the freezer.
They will get cold (not wet) and 
after a few days the smell will be 
reduced. Then wash normally.

Or any piece with hardware. Zip 
them & turn the pieces inside 
out so the hardware doesn’t 
damage other clothes.
If you’re washing them with 
lighter �bers, put the lighter 
ones in a fabric bag so they 
don’t get damaged!

When you’re switching your 
wardrobe for the season, wash 
the clothes that you’re about to 
store thoroughly & store them 
in a fabric bag (not a plastic 
one) with a lavender sachet. 
That will let the pieces breathe.
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LAUNDRY HACKS

IRONING
Sometimes ironing is not needed – just try to hang it very straight and 
you will see that no weird folds are created!
For sensitive garments, prefer steaming.

Iron Do not
iron

No
steam

Low
temperature

Medium
temperature

High
temperature

Natural
drying

Dry in
the shade

Hang
to dry

Dry �at

Tumble
dry

Do not
tumble dry

Low heat Medium heat

DRYING
Tumble drying is not recommended since it can damage the state of 
the �bers.
Never tumble dry wool: it will felt.

BLEACHING

Bleach Do not
bleach

Bleaching is not recommended – it is 
very toxic for the environment and 
you.
Make sure that your regular 
detergent does not contain bleach!
Detergents containing bleach can be 
used for whites – but not for colors / 
blacks.

DRY CLEANING
Dry cleaning is done with chemicals, use with caution.
Remove the plastic bag after picking up your clothes from the 
dry cleaner, so the clothes can breathe again.
Make sure your dry cleaner reads the care label and that they 
use the right products.  

Do not
dry clean

3 different chemical types
to be used by the dry cleaner

WASHING
Be careful when washing natural �bers: most washing machines now 
offer a hand wash program (recommended).
Programs warmer than 40ºC should only be used for bed sheets or 
white garments that need a deep clean.
Make sure to clean the �lter of your washing machine regularly!
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Machine wash,
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Machine wash,
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